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STRUCTURAL SUPPORT CONCEPT DRAWINGS
The following Tulikivi drawings provide a conceptual aid for the North American market. They illustrate
some common installation conditions that have been encountered and some general methods which might
be considered for addressing such conditions. Be sure you read and understand the disclaimer that is
printed at the bottom of each concept drawing.

For placing a Tulikivi on a NON-COMBUSTIBLE surface we have most often seen them placed on an
engineered concrete pad or slab on grade depending on whether the unit is on slab or raised above a crawl
space or basement. Remember however that no combustible materials (such as plywood) may be
introduced under the concrete pad.

For placing a Tulikivi on a COMBUSTIBLE surface we have most often seen a variation of the combustible
floor support pedestal employed. Often steel column and girders replace the timber supports. We have
found it difficult to provide an even and level surface for the Foamglas without the ¾” cabinet grade
plywood placed on the floor. Also employing the ¾” plywood should reduce somewhat the need for
engineering the floor joists. Remember however the combustible floor support must be supported in such a
way that it will not deflect.

If for some reason you would like to adapt your installation to another concept method you must let us
know so we can make any necessary changes in your proposal drawings. Otherwise we will assume that on
COMBUSTIBLE surface installations the ¾ inch steel plate we specify will be provided on the sub floor with
adequate engineered support to carry the weight of the Tulikivi unit and chimney and on NONCOMBUSTIBLE surface installations the engineered masonry support will likewise support the weight of the
Tulikivi unit and chimney.
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